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RUNNING BACK 
 

TIER ONE  

Adrian Peterson In a class by himself; draft with confidence 

  

TIER TWO  

Trent Richardson  Only issue is health – no threat to carries and can receive  

Doug Martin ↓Offensive line issues/QB issues 

Jamaal Charles Not worried about health; Reid will make sure he gets touches 

LeSean McCoy Kelly will use his best offensive weapon 

Arian Foster Slight concern of overuse and presence of Tate 

Ray Rice Pierce’s presence is overblown; still a monster 

C.J. Spiller Can he do it again?; Jackson is not  threat 

Reggie Bush Could catch 100 balls but may not break 800 on the ground 

  

TIER THREE  

Matt Forte Perpetually underrated; valuable in traditional and PPR formats 

Alfred Morris ↓Slightly scared due to workload and hype 

Marshawn Lynch If drafted, select Michael as handcuff; workload may catch up 

Steven Jackson  ↑Not scared about his age/lack of burst; will be a workhorse 

Stevan Ridley ↓Bellichick’s presence is always scary for a RB 

  

TIER FOUR  

DeMarco Murray Always hurt but no real threat to workload 

Chris Johnson Needs Locker to be decent enough to keep DEF honest 

Maurice Jones-Drew QB concerns but in a contract year; guaranteed touches 

Daryl Richardson  ↑Think he can run away with the starting job on a good offense 

Darren Sproles PPR monster; Payton sure to get him touches each game 

Lamar Miller D. Thomas talk is a motivation ploy, but not sold can carry load 

Frank Gore Always think this is the year he falters, but then doesn’t; solid RB2 

Eddie Lacy ↑Injury to Harris makes him bell-cow in great offense 

David Wilson Huge potential w/receiving and home-run hitting ability  

Darren McFadden Don’t draft – offense is in shambles 

Ryan Mathews Don’t draft – he just isn’t good 

  

TIER FIVE  

Chris Ivory Runs hard; productive if healthy, but Jets have no QB 

Giovani Bernard Will handle 3rd down duties and more; great in PPR formats 

Shane Vereen Third down back with good upside 

Danny Woodhead ↑3rd down back, will be playing from behind. 

Ahmad Bradshaw Overlooked in drafts – will be the starter over Ballard if healthy 

DeAngelo Williams PUP list for Stewart helps, but still just a flex play 

Montee Ball ↑Cream rises to the top 

  

TIER SIX  

Rashard Mendenhall Only viable starter; has faith of coaching staff 

Andre Brown ↓Last year probably a fluke 

Ben Tate He will see a much bigger portion of carries now and contract year 

Daniel Thomas  Not convinced Miller is answer, but Thomas has shown nothing 
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Roy Helu  ↑Looked great in preseason; don’t trust Morris to repeat last year 

Bryce Brown Too many fumbles; McCoy too good 

Mark Ingram Lot of buzz about breakout; just don’t see it 

Joique Bell ↑Clear Bush handcuff, will get touches in his own right 

Bilal Powell Plodder but will be healthier than Ivory 

  

TIER SEVEN  

BenJarvis Green-Ellis Nominal starter but not valuable unless scores a TD, flex at best 

Ronnie Hillman ↓ Fumbled starting role away, may be behind Moreno 

Kendall Hunter  Gore handcuff; like Tate/Foster situation, will see increased carries 

Fred Jackson Spiller handcuff; lack of burst 

Bernard Pierce Showed well last season, still just a handcuff 

Vick Ballard Runs hard but not very talented; 70/30 split if Bradshaw healthy 

Le’Veon Bell ↓Injured – possibly out until week 4 or later 

Jonathan Dwyer Good chance sees significant carries early on, still not very good 

Michael Bush Strictly handcuff to Forte 

Pierre Thomas Somewhat a forgotten man; will have value once Ingram hurt 

Jacquizz Rodgers If Falcons thought he was good, they wouldn’t have S. Jackson 

  

TIER EIGHT  

Knowshon Moreno ↑Looks to have bypassed Hillman on depth chart 

Jonathan Franklin ↓ May not even be active on game days. 

Isaiah Pead  Suspended 1st game; Richardson handcuff  

Isaac Redman Could be starter due to injuries; still not very good 

Lance Dunbar ↑Great late down grab b/c Murray cannot stay healthy 

Christine Michael ↑Will pass Turbin to be Beast Mode’s back up 

Knile Davis High upside back up; plenty fast 

Mike Tolbert Not much upside here; would rather grab someone with more talent 

Shonn Greene I don’t even want him if Johnson gets hurt 

Zac Stacy May be ahead of Pead by midseason 

Jonathan Stewart ↓PUP list  

Ryan Williams ↓May get cut 

Marcel Reece Value in PPR leagues 

Jordan Todman Third string in Jacksonville, but more talented than Forsett 

LaMichael James May poach a few carries, but only value if injuries to others 

Tobey Gerhart Wouldn’t even draft as a handcuff to Peterson 

Mikel Leshoure ↓Behind Bell; wouldn’t bother drafting 

Robert Turbin ↓Less talented than Michael  

Joseph Randle Given injury history of Dunbar & Murray, could do worse for a flyer 

Justin Forsett ↓Wouldn’t draft him – higher upside with J. Todman 

Felix Jones In Pittsburgh, so opportunity, but likely no impact.  

Stefan Taylor ↑Mendenhall handcuff? 

Mike Goodson Suspended but could have value second half 

Mike Gillislee Third string in Miami; need injuries to have any chance 

Rashad Jennings OAK is a mess; don’t want third-string back who stinks 

Brandon Jackson Likely backup to Richardson, but would be committee if T-Rich got hurt 

Cierre Wood Buzzy undrafted rookie; would need multiple injuries to see the field 

 


